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EXPERTS IN DIESEL CRANE AND 

MACHINERY SERVICING & REPAIRS

CAPABILITY STATEMENT



COMPANY 

OVERVIEW

KINGY’S DIESEL INDUSTRIES 

SPECIALISE IN DIESEL 

CRANE AND DIESEL 

RELATED EQUIPMENT 

SERVICING AND REPAIRS. 

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE 

AN EXTENSIVE TRACK 

RECORD OF HIGH QUALITY 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

AND POSITIVE RESULTS 

FOR OUR CLIENTS. 

After developing his skills as a Diesel 

Mechanic across a variety of industry paths, 

founding Director, Matt Kingman established 

Kingy’s Diesel Industries (KDI) in 2016. 

From humble beginnings, KDI now operates 

full time out of their Yandina (Sunshine 

Coast) headquarters, servicing diesel 

machinery and specialising in cranes all over 

Queensland .  

With a team of highly skilled, experienced 

and passionate staff, Kingy’s Diesel 
Industries will ensure your machine is back 

in business as soon as possible. 
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 » Any size diesel crane repairs and service

 » 10 and 25 year major inspections

 » Annual inspections

 » Third party crane Inspections

 » Pre-purchase and pre-sale inspections

 » All truck-mounted machinery including; 

EWP’s and crane borers

 » Mobile EWP’s

 » Engine overhauls

 » Electric scissor lifts

 » Hydraulic system components

 » Maintenance planning

 » Fabrication and machining services

 » Component overhauls including 

winches / slew drives

 » Earthmoving equipment repairs and 

service

 » 24hr phone support

 » Civil equipment repairs and service

 » Labour hire services

WHY CHOOSE US?

 » We really understand the importance of  

keeping your equipment operational and 

running at its best.

 » We have a friendly working relationship with  

all our clients.  

 » You will find we have very competitive rates 
and turn around times and, if your machine 

breaks down or needs servicing, you’re in 

safe hands — we pride ourselves on quality 

workmanship. 

 » We take a quality not quantity attitude to our 

work and maintain an implicit appreciation for 

your safety and the safety of your workplace.

HOW WE CAN HELP

We work locally and internationally 

on diesel crane and diesel-related 

equipment servicing and repairs. We  

offer a full range of services, but diesel 
cranes are our passion.

We have the knowledge and experience 

to get your machine running at its 

optimal performance promptly and at 

the best price.

Kingy’s Diesel works with many industries 

locally and internationally offering a full 
range of diesel servicing and repairs. 

Here is our full list of services on offer:

With a mobile and workshop facility,  

we have the knowledge and experience to get 

machines running at its optimal performance 

promptly and at competitive rates.
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We offer a full range of services, but diesel cranes is our passion. 
Catering to construction, maintenance and industrial sectors of 

Queensland, Kingy’s Diesel Industries can assist in projects of any 

capacity and have your machinery performing at its prime level. 

MAJOR INSPECTIONS

Kingy’s Diesel Industries have extensive 

knowledge of the AS1418 and AS2550 standards. 

We can perform quick turnaround on 10 and 

25 year major inspections and rebuilds of your 

equipment, giving you peace of mind that meet 

your industry standards and requirements.

DIESEL CRANE REPAIRS

Kingy’s Diesel Industries are experts in diesel 

crane repairs. No job for us is too big or too 

small and with 24/7 phone support we are 

always on standby to help in any way we can. 

We understand what it’s like to have your 

machine out of action and will work hard to 

have your crane repaired and operational in 

a safe and timely manner. Our team of diesel 

experts will have you up and running in no time.  

DIESEL CRANE SERVICING

Kingy’s Diesel Industries understands the 

importance of preventative maintenance on your 

equipment. We offer 250, 500, 750, 1000 and 
2000 plus services to fit your busy schedule. 
Through GPS tracking technology, we also offer 
fleet maintenance and planning to keep your 
equipment running longer and alert you when 

your vehicles are in need of attention.

DIESEL EQUIPMENT 

SPECIALISTS

Kingy’s Diesel Industries aren’t just diesel crane 

specialists and you shouldn’t feel left out 

just because you don’t own a crane. We also 

have extensive experience and knowledge of 

other diesel equipment, ranging from small 

earthmoving and civil machinery through to 

large heavy mining equipment. 

No job is too big or too small for our team of 

experts and we welcome any type of machinery, 

whether at our workshop or on your site.

OUR MAIN 

CAPABILITIES

PARTS SUPPLY FOR CRANES

We have unmatched access to spare parts from 

various suppliers and make ordering parts and 

other replenishable items easy.

SERVICE AGENTS FOR
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WE EXTEND OUR 

CUSTOMERS A RANGE 

OF UNIQUE OFFERS YOU 

WON’T FIND ANYWHERE 

ELSE SUCH AS  NO WAIT 

TIMES, GUARANTEED 

TURNAROUNDS, FIXED 

QUOTE PRICING AND 

PRICE BEATS ON 

COMPETING QUOTES*
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Matt Kingman is the man behind 

Kingy’s Diesel Industries. With over 

10 years experience as a diesel 

mechanic, Matt finds satisfaction 
in fixing his clients mechanical 
problems, then seeing the delight 

and relief plastered on their faces.

Matt gained a broad range of knowledge and 

experience working for Walter Wright Cranes, 

Frontline Equipment an Bechtel Construction.

He loves operating Kingy’s Diesel Industries. Every 

day is a different challenge — no two machines are 
the same, and there is nothing more satisfying in 

the work then fixing client’s mechanical problems 
and seeing the relief on their faces. Matt has had 

the privilege of working for a number of large 

mining and construction companies including LCR 

group, John Holland and Thiess.

Matt has got a lot of experience working on heavy 

mining equipment, the most notable job being 

when he worked on Curtis Island at the APLNG 

site, however his passion truly lies in diesel cranes.

When Matt is not working he loves surfing, playing 
soccer and social gatherings, but nothing makes 

him smile more then coming home to see the 

smiles of his beautiful fiance and his two gorgeous 
daughters Aurora and Leelah.

THE MAN  

BEHIND KINGY’S

NO TWO MACHINES 

ARE THE SAME, AND 

THERE IS NOTHING 

MORE SATISFYING 

IN THE WORK THEN 

FIXING CLIENT’S 

MECHANICAL 

PROBLEMS AND 

SEEING THE RELIEF 

ON THEIR FACES. 

“

MATT KINGMAN
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SUNSHINE COAST BRANCH:

6/1505 Nambour Connection Rd 

Yandina QLD 4561

Phone: (07) 5446 7396

admin@kingysdiesel.com.au

COMBINING SERVICE  

EXCELLENCE AND EXPERIENCE

kingysdiesel.com.au

Kingy’s Diesel Industries have a friendly relationship 

with all their customers. We really understand the 

importance of keeping your equipment operational 

and running at its most efficient level at all times. 

Our customers love our very competitive prices and 

turn around times. We not only promise but ensure 

that if your machine breaks down, our team will have 

it back up and running as soon as possible. 

Kingy’s Diesel Industries prides itself on quality 

workmanship, we take a quality not quantity approach 

to our work and maintain an implicit appreciation for 

your safety and the safety of your workplace. 

Get in touch with the Kingy’s Diesel Industries team 

next time you need your machine serviced or repaired.  


